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Who will you save when the world ends?Jack Jupiter knows zombies. He's written about them for

years. So when Jack's mother passes away in a freak car accident involving a half-eaten deer and a

pack of cigarettes, he also knows something's up. Now, Jack and his fiancÃƒÂ©, Darlene, are

forced to go back to the dreadful town of Woodhaven, Ohio for his mom's funeral. But what he

doesn't know is it might be their funeral, too.A few months before Jack and Darlene's arrival, a

mysterious flu-like virus swept through the town, infecting nearly every citizen. Now, like ticking

time-bombs ready to explode, everyone is dropping dead. But they aren't staying dead. No, they're

coming back as flesh-eating zombies.Not only will Jack Jupiter have to bury his mother, confront

high school bullies, and save Darlene, but he'll have to fight the dead in order to stay alive. And

these aren't like the zombies from his books.These walking corpses are real.Don't miss Dead

Haven, the first book in the Jack Zombie series by Flint Maxwell. If you like The Walking Dead,

George A. Romero, or Stephen King then this post-apocalyptic thriller is perfect for you!
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& Visionary

Awesome zombie apocalypse read. The beginning of the book sends you through some situations

that help you get to know the main character and feel a connection with him. Then all hell breaks

loose in the hometown he's so desperate to get away from. This is literally the only book I've read

that was so graphically detailed that I couldn't eat while reading it. It's very fast paced and written

with fine attention to detail. There's also really funny humor that made me lol a few times. I couldn't

put it down and I'm anxiously waiting for the next book in this series.

Dead Haven (Jack Zombie #1) by Flint Maxwell is a story about a zombie novelist facing zombies. I

enjoyed it and I am sick of zombie books so if I can read a zombie book and like it, and enjoy it, then

it is good. Although the part where the release of the virus was predictable, it still didn't have any

effect on the quality of the book. It still was good with lots of action, great dialogue, character

development, good action scenes without getting a reader lost, and no need to know everything (the

world, other places, etc.). Some books try to answer too much and this isn't necessary for a book

and this book just lets it go, thank goodness. Leaves it open for the imagination. I received this book

to read and under no obligation to leave a review, it is not an obligation but volunteered. Great book.

This is not your average, recycled "no-brainer" zombie story. Early on, you become very invested in

the characters and their fate. The plot is smart, full throttle and peppered with just the right amount

of twists and turns to keep your interest.I love zombie movies, but have not found myself very

entranced with zombie novels. Somehow, it just didn't seem to "translate" as well on the written

page. But, I have to say that this novel was the exception to that. I really enjoyed the journey this

story took me on and the vivid pictures the descriptive writing painted for me. It was

movie-screen-worthy.*I received a complimentary ARC of this book in order to read and provide a

voluntary, honest and unbiased review, should I choose to do so.

3.6 stars.... An entertaining story of ZA day one fun. Lots of good gore, and a revenge of the nerds

theme make this a readable, likeable outbreak story. It is standard, medium-grade pulp Zombie

Fiction that doesn't take itself too seriously. Fireworks versus the undead; what's not to like? There

is nothing truly unexpected, it's just fun. As in most self-published Zombie Novels, there are a

significant number of errors to contend with.Bottom line: Fun read. Like hard candy for a Zombie



Fan. Suspend disbelief and enjoy the descriptions of smashing in the heads of the undead. Lots of

brains. Won't tax your brain.

Didn't really get far enough into it to give it much of a chance, lost interest when "the 150 pound"

protagonist got punched in the face by the same bully who beat him up as a child, after reading

about him whine how he drowned his sorrows from being bullied in high school with endless bottles

of vodka. Sorry, not my idea of an interesting story...maybe it gets better if you keep reading, but I

prefer my zombie books to have heroes, not wimps as the main character.

Is a good Zombie book. But the intro of Jack Jupiter past & remembrances are so long that is

boring. Cut the fact, not all details had merit and necessary.One you past all that and got to the

story, got better. As the main character and zombie writer, who's better to avoid or fight

zombies.Jack & his girlfriend need to survive this sudden zombie attack and in the eay work their

relationship.I like the end a difference that help the author's book.A great story with everyday

people. It zips along combining the personal relationships with the struggle to survive. Ireally liked

the way it ends a difference from many zombie books! I would gave 4ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€ , because the

long intro, my prerogative as reader.I received this book for free in exchange for an honest review.

I'm very honest with my Reviews, not only for me, the author or other readers, how an author know

when did something good or need improvement?How another reader believe in my review? If I

didn't read the book, I don't Review. If the book is good, Review. If the book isn't good, Review.With

that we all benefit, readers, authors & readers searching for something new or special.My opinions

are my own. You can find me at  under: MASTERI

This is nonstop zombie action. A zombie fiction writer against the zombie world...great idea! This is

a hard to put down book!

This is the first book in the Jack Zombie series by Flint Maxwell. You may think that the zombie

apocalypse scene is played out, but for those of us who like to see some twists on an old tale, this

book works really well. There is a lot of character development early on. This really helped me to

invest in the characters moving forward into the action and there is a TON of action. I won't spoil

anything, but there is definitely some cringe worthy gore and over the top plot twists. I definitely

recommend picking this up if you are a horror or zombie reader.
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